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Abstract 

The Mayam task management system, Mayam Tasks, extends a report designer specifically designed 
for use with Mayam Tasks and the MAM system. 

This document introduces the Mayam BIRT designer, which consists of the Eclipse BIRT designer 
with mayam tasks data source. 
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1 Introduction 
The Mayam Tasks application extends the Media Asset Management (MAM) environment with 
advanced task management, business process and integration capabilities. Mayam uses BIRT 
and eclipse based open source reporting system to design Tasks and MAM specific reports. 

 

Figure 1. Mayam Tasks GUI. 

This manual will walk the user through the steps involved in installation and report designing 
environment. It also introduces basic report designing/deploying concepts with Mayam Task 
related data. 

 

Using the information in this manual, the reader will be equipped with information on how 
to: 

●  Install the report designer with mayam tasks data source. 
●  Design and generate basic reports against a mayam server. 
●  Deploy reports on mayam server and make it available from tasklist. 
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1.1 What You Should Know Before Reading This 
Manual 

This manual describes how to manage the Mayam Tasks and MAM environment. The reader 
is assumed to have detailed conceptual knowledge and high level technical knowledge 
about these systems. 

For Mayam Tasks, please refer to the document Mayam Tasks Overview (found at: 
http://your-hostname-here:8084/tasksdoc/tasks_overview.pdf). Also, refer to MAM system 
product documentation to familiarize yourself with the MAM system concepts, data model 
and security. 

A moderate understanding of database query concepts (not query syntax). 

It is also useful to have a reference to BIRT documentation at hand. Use 
http://www.eclipse.org/birt/documentation/ as a starting point. 

1.2 Document History 
 

Version Date Comments 

2.5.0 July 2016 Initial version 
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2 Getting Started 
This chapter describes how to set up the Mayam Report Environment. You will also learn how to 
deploy the reports designed into Mayam Tasks Server. Once your Designer environment is up 
and running, we recommend to proceed to the report design tutorial in the next chapter.  

2.1 Installing BIRT 

2.1.1 Installing Eclipse 
Start by downloading and installing Eclipse. The download starting point is: 

●  http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/ 
●  Use the Luna release 
●  Choose the package “Eclipse IDE for Java EE Developers” 
●  When the download is complete, follow the installation instructions at: 

○  http://wiki.eclipse.org/Eclipse/Installation 
This task is finished when you have installed and started Eclipse.  

2.1.2 Installing the BIRT Plugin 
The BIRT plugin is downloaded and installed using the Eclipse “Add Software” function: 

●  In the eclipse menu bar, click Help > Install New Software 
●  Click Add… (the button in the top right corner) 
●  The Add Repository dialog is displayed 

○  Enter “BIRT” in the field name 
○  In the location field, enter http://download.eclipse.org/birt/update-site/4.4 
○  Ok 

●  The Available Software window will be displayed. Select all and click finish. 
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●  Restart Eclipse 
You know that the installation was successful if the restarted Eclipse now has a new 
perspective – Report Design. Try using the Eclipse menu action Window -> Open Perspective -> 
Other… 

The Report Design perspective should be present in the list of perspectives (Business 
Intelligence and Reporting Tools). 
 

2.2 Installing and configuring the Mayam Tasks Data 
source in BIRT 

2.2.1 Installing the Mayam Tasks Data source in BIRT 
To install Mayam tasks data source. Do the following: 

●  Go to the Mayam SDK resource page at http://<your server name>:8084/tasks-ws/ 
●  Download our latest tasks-oda-update-site and unpack it in a location of your choice. 
●  Under Help ➡ Install New Software click "Add" to add a new repository. Give it a name. 

Click Local and find the unpacked update site. 
●  After it has been added, select the update site. "Tasks ODA" should now be an install 

candidate. Check it and click forward through the wizard until installed. 
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2.2.2 Configuring a report project using the Mayam Tasks DS 
 

Open Report Design perspective in eclipse and select File à new à project.                       
Select Report Project as show below. 

 
 

Give a project name (TestReports) and click finish. Right click on the project, select new à 
other à Report as shown below. 
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Give a report name (new_report.rptdesign) and click next.  
Select a template of your choice (blank template) and click finish. 
The Data Explorer headings should be available in eclipse as shown below. 
 

 
 

Right click on data sources and select “New data source”. 
Select “Mayam Tasks Data Source” from the list as shown below. 
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Enter the base URL for tasks-ws. The default should work if the mayam webapp running on port 
8084 on the local machine. 
Enter the API account token (eg. test:test, this can be found in /mayam/site/<sitename>/site-
config.properties). 
Test the connection and click finish when done. 

2.2.3 Designing your first report 
Create a dataset for your report. 
Right click on “Data Sets” and select “New Data Set” (as shown below) 
 

 
 

Enter a “Data Set Name” Click next (as shown below). 
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Enter query. The query can be a Javascript expression where "s" is subject and "p" is parameters 
e.g “s.TASK_STATE == p.TASK_STATE”, click finish (see below). For expression samples see 
Appendix A. 
 

 
 

 
The next screen will display all the available fields for the report (see below). 
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Click on Parameters section on the left of the dialog. This will display all attributes that are 
used with “p” in the query. (see below)  
 

 
 
For each attribute, copy the Name to clipboard and click edit and click on “{}” button (see 
below). 
 

 
 

paste the copied value on the Name field linked to report parameter’s “edit parameter” screen 
as shown below. Set a default value that will be useful during report development or keep 
empty (should be empty for production reports). Click Ok. 
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Drag and drop fields from the newly created data set on to the report to start designing. The 
palette tab contains the list of items and formulas that can be used in the report (see below). 
 

 
 

 
Palette tab: 
 

 
 

To test the report, click on the menu RunàView Report àView as HTML (or any other choice 
of report listed) as shown below. 
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This action will open a browser with a form to enter values for the parameters configured. 
Enter the values and click ok to see the report (see below). 
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2.2.4 Configuring Charts in the reports 
Drag and drop chart item from the Report Items draw in the palette tab and select the chart 
type that needs to displayed on the report (eg. Pie Chart see below). 

 

Click next to configure data for the chart. In this eg. The configuration is to view a pie chart 
representation for tasks in various states in the tasklist. A pie chart typically contains 2 
elements –  

1. A category, that represents the slices in pie.  
2. Number that represents the size of slice in the pie chart which is typically a percentage. 

In this eg. The category will be the state of the task, and the size of the slice will the number of 
tasks in each state. 

To configure this, select TASK_ID and count as the function as show below. 
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The name for the pie chart and other labels can be done in the Format chart tab (see below). 
 

 
 

Click finish and save report. 
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3 Appendix 
This chapter contains a consolidated list of reference documentation pointers.  

A. Expressions. 
When doing filtering, typically "s" is used to mean subject. We declare the rules that a task 
needs to follow, to be included in the result set. 

 

Filtering on Task List Name 

s.TASK_LIST_ID == 'ingest' 
 

 

Enum values are written as simple strings.  

Filtering on Task State 

s.TASK_STATE == 'FINISHED' 
 

 

Since we added boolean operators support we can also do combinations. 

Filtering on Task List Name and State 

s.TASK_LIST_ID == 'ingest' && s.TASK_STATE == 'FINISHED' 
 

 

The expression evaluator allows any number of objects (in the javascript sense) to be passed 
to it and then used in the expression. 

Making Use of Objects 

some.deep.hierarchal.store['of'].values[4] == 8 
 

 

The above would provide a boolean based on objects that may have nothing at all to do 
with tasks. 

Filtering on Report Parameters 
s.TASK_LIST_ID == 'import' && s.TASK_STATE == 'FINISHED' && 
s.CLOSED >= p.REPORT_START_DATE && s.CLOSED <= p.REPORT_END_DATE && 
s.ASSIGNED_USER == p.ASSIGNED_USER 

 

 

Import tasks closed within a date range for a specified user. Limiting the report data set as 
part of the query rather than in-memory is of huge benefit to performance. 


